
Abstract
In this Paper we focus on the line, word, character segmentation 
of printed Devnagari and Bangla script document for efficient 
recognition of the character. Devnagari and Bangla is the most 
popular script in the world. Script segmentation is very important 
step in the process of recognition of Indian languages document 
character. In the performance of script segmentation we have 
found 100% at line level script segmentation, 100% at world 
level script segmentation and approximately 100 % at character 
level segmentation of Devnagari and Bangla script document 
image after testing. 
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I. Introduction
Script segmentation of a document images is a very important task 
for an Optical character recognition (OCR). A lot of research work 
has been done for script or character segmentation for character 
recognition of Indian languages script. In any OCR system 
segmentation phase is a very important step to improve accuracy 
of printed Indian languages or hand character recognition system 
in optical character recognition (OCR) heavily depends upon 
segmentation phase. The terms segmentation means subdivides 
an images into a particular part (like text or graph separation) 
its constituent region or object. Basically in the segmentation 
technique that minces we are try to extract a specific part (text line 
and graph) of the script document images. In the segmentation 
phase we are include line based script segmentation, word based 
script segmentation and character based script segmentation. Firstly 
we are taken line segmentation for any printed document images, 
because the line segmentation performed to find the number of line 
in any scanned printed document images and boundaries of each 
line in any input document images incorrect line segmentation 
may result accuracy not be perfect. Then after completed line 
segmentation we are apply word based segmentation to performed 
the word wise separation of any scanned printed script or hand 
written script document image. Then after complete line and word 
segmentation we are processing character based segmentation to 
perform find the character in any scanned printed Indian languages 
document or hand written document images. 

II. Property of Devnagari Script [1-2]
Devanagari is the script for Hindi which is official language 
of India. It is also the script for Sanskrit Marathi, and Nepali 
languages. The script is used by more than 450 million people 
on the globe. Devanagari script is a logical composition of its 
constituent symbols in two dimensions. It is an alphabetic script. 
Devanagari has 11 vowels and 33 simple consonants. Besides 
the consonants and the vowels, other constituent symbols in 
Devanagari are set of vowel modifiers called matra (placed to 
the left, right, above, or at the bottom of a char- acter or conjunct), 

pure-consonant (also called half-letters) which when combined 
with other consonants yield conjuncts. A horizontal line called 
shirorekha (a headerline) runs through the entire span of work. 
Some illustrations are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Devanagari 
script is a derivative of ancient Brahmi script which is mother 
of almost all Indian scripts. Word formation in Indian scripts 
follows a definite script composition rule for which there is no 
coun- terpart in Roman.

Fig. 1: Characters and Symbols of Devanagari Script

Fig. 2: A Sample for Devanagari script
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III. Properties of different Bangla scripts [3]
Bangla scripts are moderately complex patterns. Unlike simple 
juxtaposition in Roman scripts, each word in Bangla scripts is 
composed of several characters joined by a horizontal line (called 
‘Maatra’ or head-line) at the top. Of-ten there may be different 
composite characters and vowel and consonant signs (‘Kaar’ and 
‘Falaa’ symbols). This makes the development of an OCR for 
Bangla printed scripts a highly challenging task.

There are some basic features or properties of any Bangla printed 
script.
1. Writing style of Bangla is from left to right. 
2. The concept of upper and lower case (as in English) is absent 
here.
3. Among the characters, the vowels often take modified shapes 
in a word. Such characters are called modifiers or allographs (in 
Bangla ‘Kaar’). Consonant modifiers are possible (called ‘Falaa’). 
These are shown respectively in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1: Bangla Conesponding modifier forms

4. In a single syllable of a word, several consonant characters 
may combine to form a compound character that partly retains 
the shape of the constituent characters (e.g. Na + Da, Ka + Ta, Va 
+ Ra-falaa, Na + Daa + Rafalaa shown in Table 2) 

Table 2: Bangla consonants and their modifier forms

5. Except very few characters and symbols (e.g. Ae, Oy, O, Ow, 
Kha, Ga, Ungo, Nio etc), almost all Bangla alphabets and symbols 
have a horizontal line at the upper part called ‘maatra’. Some are 
shown in Fig.3.
6. In a word, the characters with ‘maatra’ remain connected 
together through their ‘maatra’ and other characters and symbols 
(e.g. Khondota, Bishorgo, Ungo, Ae, Oy etc) remain isolated in 
the word. Some are shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 3: Some alphabets with ‘maatra’ or headline

Fig. 4: Some alphabets without ‘maatra’

7. Each syllable in a Bangla word can be divided into three 
horizontal layers (shown in Fig. 5). These are –
a. Upper Layer containing the upper extended potion of some 
alphabets and symbols (e.g. Oy, Uu, Ta, Tha, Chandra-Bindu etc). 
It starts from the top most abstract line of the syllable and runs till 
the ‘maatra’. It covers about upper 20% of the whole syllable.
b. Middle Layer containing the major part of the alphabet or 
symbol. It begins from just below the ‘maatra’ and ends to an 
abstract base line. It covers almost 80% of the whole syllable.
c. Lower Layer containing the lower extended portion of some 
alphabets and symbols (e.g. Ra,Uuu, Uu-Kar, Ree-Kar, Hashanta 
etc). It is situated between the base line of the middle layer and 
the bottom most abstract line of the syllable. It also covers 
approximately lower 20% of the whole syllable.

Fig. 5: Three layers of Bangla scripts
8. Several characters including some vowel and consonant 
modifiers, punctuations etc have vertical stokes, too.
9. All the basic alphabets, compound characters and numerals have 
almost same width. Whereas, the modifiers and punctuations vary 
in their width and height.
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10. Most of the characters of Bangla alphabet set have the property 
of intersection of two lines in different positions as shown in Fig.6. 
Many characters have one or more corner or sharp angle property. 
Some characters carry isolated dot along with them 

Fig. 6: Intersection points of some characters.

In the computer composed scripts, it is observed that around 
50% characters become partially overlapped with one another. 
It implies that some alphabets and symbols in a word often enter 
into the region of their neighbor alphabets or symbols. On the 
other hand, in the type-machine composed scripts, less than 10% 
of the total characters partially overlap with one another. Thus, 
the characters in a single word usually do not go into the region 
of their neighbor.

IV. Segmentation of printed Devnagari and Bangla 
script
Script segmentation of a document images is a very important task 
for a character recognition system. Before segmentation step we 
are using very important step preprocessing (i.e.- skew detection, 
Noise removed, binarization, Normalization and thinning).Script 
segmentation for Bangla and Devnagari script are more complex. 
Script segmentation is done by following process.

A. Line Segmentation     
Line based script segmentation that method computed all black 
pixels on every row of horizontally. In this method that means we 
are separating individual line in a script document image based 
on the peak of the horizontal Histogram. In this step that means 
line based script segmentation we are construct the horizontal 
histogram for the image. Examples are given below.

Fig. 7: Line based script segmentation for Devnagari script.

Fig. 8: Line based script segmentation for Bangla script

B. Word Segmentation
Word segmentation that means we are separating individual 
word in a script document image based on the boundary of each 
word. In this step that means word based script segmentation we 
are construct the boundary for the image. Examples are given 
below.

Fig. 9: Word based script segmentation for Devnagari script

Fig. 10: Word based script segmentation for Bangla script.

4.3. Character Segmentation
Character segmentation that means we are separating individual 
character in a script document image based on the extracting of the 
word. In this step that means character based script segmentation 
we are separating each character for the image. Examples are 
given below.

Fig. 11: Sample image word for using character segmentation
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Fig. 12: Character based script segmentation for Devnagari 
script.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we are presented the technique for script segmentation 
of line, word, character for Devnagari and Bangla script language 
document. Present algorithm we are achieved better performs of 
previous algorithm for line based script segmentation, word based 
script segmentation, and also character based script segmentation 
for Devnagari and Bangla script document image. 
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